
WORD UNIT NO PAGE DEFINITION PoS EXAMPLE CEF IPA

rap 5 48 a type of music in which the words are spoken and there is a strong beat noun a rap artist A2 ræp

jazz 5 48
a type of music first developed by African Americans, which often includes parts played without written music

noun Paul has a lot of jazz on his iPod. A2 dʒæz

opera 5 48 a musical play in which most of the words are sung noun 'Carmen' is my favourite opera. A2 ˈɒp.ər.ə

dance music 5 48 a type of music with a strong beat that people dance to in a nightclub noun Do you like dance music? ˈdɑːns ˌmjuː.zɪk

rock 5 48 loud, modern music with a strong beat, often played with electric guitars and drums noun rock music A2, B1 rɒk

pop 5 48 modern music with a strong beat which is popular with young people noun pop music A2 pɒp

busking 5 49 playing music or singing in a public place so that people who are there will give money noun Busking can be good for a new musician. ˈbʌsk.ɪŋ

write songs 5 50 to create and record something that someone sings phrase I have been writing songs since I was a teenager. ˌraɪt ˈsɒŋz

start a band 5 50 to bring a group of musicians together to play music phrase When I started the band I got more serious about music. ˌstɑːt ə ˈbænd

play a gig 5 50 If a group of musicians play a gig, they perform. phrase We have played a few local gigs. ˌpleɪ ə ˈgɪg

enter a talent show 5 50 to take part in a competition to find the best performer phrase The group decided to enter a talent show. ˌen.tər ə ˈtæl.ənt ʃəʊ

win a competition 5 50 to be the most successful in an event in which people try to win a prize by being the fastest, the best, etc. phrase They won a competition, and their prize was a day in the recording studio. ˌwɪn ə ˌkɒm.pəˈtɪʃ.ən

record a single 5 50 to do a musical performance and copy it electronically phrase They used it to record a single called 'Love Me Never'. rɪˌkɔːd ə ˈsɪŋ.gl ̩

release a single 5 50 to make a song available for people to buy phrase They released the single on their website. rɪˌliːs ə ˈsɪŋ.gl ̩

download a song 5 50 to copy a song from the Internet onto your computer, phone, etc. phrase Loads of people have been downloading the song. ˌdaʊnləʊd ə ˈsɒŋ

enter the charts 5 50 to get onto the lists produced each week of the music with the highest sales phrase The song has already entered the charts. ˌen.tə ðə ˈtʃɑːts

go on tour 5 50 to travel and perform in many different places phrase Next month the band are on tour. ˌgəʊ ɒn ˈtʊə

melody 5 51 a song or tune noun He played a beautiful melody. C2 ˈmel.ə.di

lyrics 5 51 the words of a song plural noun I've downloaded the lyrics of that song you like. ˈlɪrɪks

drums 5 53 a set of round, hollow musical instruments that you hit with your hands or with sticks plural noun How long have you been playing the drums? drʌmz

bass guitar 5 53 an electric guitar with four strings that plays very low notes noun He plays bass guitar. ˌbeɪs gɪˈtɑː

saxophone 5 53 a metal musical instrument that you play by blowing into it and pressing keys to produce different notes noun I'm learning to play the saxophone. ˈsæk.sə.fəʊn

piano 5 53 a large musical instrument with a row of black and white keys which are pressed to play notes noun We're buying a new piano. A2 piˈæn.əʊ

violin 5 53
a wooden musical instrument with four strings, which you hold against your neck and play by moving a bow across the strings

noun I've been learning the violin for the last four years. A2 ˌvaɪəˈlɪn

trumpet 5 53 a metal musical instrument that you play by blowing into it and pressing buttons to make different notes noun Liz used to play the trumpet. B1 ˈtrʌm.pɪt

keyboard 5 53 an electronic musical instrument similar to a piano noun He plays the keyboard in a band. ˈkiː.bɔːd

guitar 5 53
a musical instrument with six strings and a long neck which is usually made of wood, and which is played by pulling or hitting 

the strings with the fingers
noun an acoustic/electric guitar A1 gɪˈtɑː

start out 5 55 to begin your life, or the part of your life when you work, in a particular way phrasal verb My dad started out as a sales assistant in a shop. ˌstɑːt ˈaʊt

go out 5 55 to leave a place in order to go somewhere else phrasal verb Are you going out tonight? ˌgəʊ ˈaʊt

come out 5 55 If a book, record, film, etc. comes out, it becomes available for people to buy or see. phrasal verb When does their new album come out? ˌkʌm ˈaʊt

sort out 5 55 to deal successfully with a problem or situation phrasal verb I'm sure we can sort something out. ˌsɔːt ˈaʊt

run out 5 55 to finish, use or sell all of something, so that there is none left phrasal verb I've run out of money/ideas/patience. ˌrʌn ˈaʊt

find out 5 55 to get information about something, or to learn a fact for the first time phrasal verb I must find out the train times. ˌfaɪnd ˈaʊt


